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Poetry intensifies pain, turning memory to palpable space—the “static, unchangeable / mind we 

step into”—and images lit “so feverishly inside us, / tearing through / the eye, the mind, the 

body” that we detach even from what is beautiful. In her collection Nightingale, Paisley Rekdal 

explores and participates in this transformation of experience into stasis. 

Still, in referencing Ovid’s 2,000-year-old tour-de-force, Rekdal suggests an antithetical 

poetic purpose: “What if it is the form, not the content, of The Metamorphoses that is the terror? 

Each story unfolding into another, perpetually disrupting, thus delaying the ending?” While the 

Roman poet retold the mythic history of his world as an exercise in virtuosity, Rekdal’s purpose 

is more intimate, if no less artfully intended, as she explores both the psychological and cultural 

implications of sexual assault and the pain that lasts until time—not poetry—erases it. Certainly, 

violence forms a major theme in Ovid’s intertwining stories, but his sensibility is political and 

aesthetic while Rekdal’s is ultimately ecological. 

Throughout Nightingale—and especially in its central and eponymous poem—Rekdal 

maneuvers between the two aesthetic functions. Moments of insight fall to the next 

transformation, which becomes another moment of insight only to fall away in turn. A story of 

assault in “Nightingale”—not precisely rape but certainly violation—that “exists between words” 

becomes silence or song, becomes clear or ambiguous. And the Greek myth that provides 

Rekdal’s model—Philomela, the woman-turned-nightingale—shifts from contemporary reality to 

Roman reiteration to Renaisssance interpretation to natural history, all in the form of glosses on 

“Philomela,” the preceding poem in the collection. Whether or not the bird sings in anger or 



distress, whether or not the act of listening changes the song, time alone obliterates and nullifies 

pain. And time is the medium of life, not art. Poetry heightens fear, hurt, and the desire for 

vengeance. Time heals by eroding such emotional salients. 

Nightingale is daring, but its formal approach, aside from that of the central poem, 

remains conventional. “Gokstadt/Ganymede,” the collection’s other major poem, rests on a 

foundation of blank verse. But it surprisingly juxtaposes a restored Viking ship and the story of 

the speaker’s former lover, who was himself a victim of rape. Like the boat’s keel, the man, as 

pictured in his obituary photograph, is also enmeshed in 

 

 … an untranslatable lace 

 of beasts and love knots, maps of borders, 

 the king’s own scrawled, brutal wars turned 

 quaint and historical. 

 

This identification of personal and cultural history echoes the poem’s marriage of personal 

trauma and given form. 

Throughout Nightingale, Rekdal questions the concept of “category.” If one thing can so 

obviously metamorphose into another, rational boundaries we count on dissolve. Nothing in this 

highly crafted book is natural, but nothing is not natural. As all is potentially interpenetrating 

(sometimes violently, sometimes lovingly, sometimes both at once), can we even speak of 

individual objects or persons? In “The Olive Trees at Vouves,” the speaker declares that “To 

write / about the tree is not / to write about the human,” but can this be true? The image of “two 

trees woven / into one” recalls a “man’s thigh / wound around another’s, hip / to hip / joined at 



the silver bole.” Here anthropomorphism is not a failure of imagination or logic but an 

acknowledgment that the trunks do “embrace,” even as the speaker dismisses this gesture as “so 

like our own / though I know / it is not.” 

While the question of power or mastery hovers over Rekdal’s poems, nature slips into the 

human world that would conquer it—and the human world becomes a set of eco-psychological 

relationships that defy hierarchical ordering. In “Knitted Thylacine,” the seemingly rough lot of 

lonely Britons exiled to Tasmania practice their “sisters’ stitches,” knitting not only yarn but 

themselves and the wildlife that both entices and frightens them, 

 

 Keeping secret their stories 

 of a tiger that would steal your soul 

 if it found you, which is why 

 

 they called it a devil, for the way 

 it slept under the porch; for the way it would cry, 

 sounding like a lover, a brother, a friend, a mother. 

 

Rekdal’s language defies easy paraphrase because, while it is precise, it also depends on deeply 

intertwined cultural, psychological, and natural references. Nightingale casts us into a world, like 

that of “Pythagorean,” the final poem, where everything is “moving together / like a flock of 

starlings,” which is, of course, simply the “real” world, however and whenever it will end our 

sometimes beautiful, sometimes brutal transformations. 

 


